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INC: MAINTENANCE CARTRIDGE WEB ADVANCE SELF-LOCKING SYSTEM

Maintenance Cartridge Web Advance Self-locking
System
1. Abstract
Latex PHs need to be wiped in order to remove the ink accumulated in the nozzle plate while printing,
spitting or priming.
Every generation of Latex ink has had more complex requirements in terms of servicing. Wiping is one
of the most affected routines due to the behavior of the ink, that has been getting more and more
stickier in every generation.
The ink paddle generated in the nozzle plate dries creating an ink crust that needs to be removed. The
wiping method has been evolving adapting to the crust behavior.
In order to wipe, the solution provided by Polestar consists in a combination of web wipe material
impregnated in polyethylene glycol (PEG) and a force applied by a rubber blade. The system is made of
three blades to apply less force but three times per wipe movement, in order to ensure the proper
cleaning of the nozzle plate without risk of nozzle cracking.
The web wipe needs to have a certain amount of tension to provide the proper cleaning service and to
avoid being unrolled. The current system is providing a small range of solutions to keep this balance,
resulting on the restriction of certain servicing parameters, such as web advance routine or the number
of wipes that can be performed without unrolling the web. In order to maintain the tension, the servicing
movements are also restricted: wipe in the two directions (what we call wipe forward and wipe reverse)
are alternated in order to help maintain the proper tension, and this ends in a reduction of the
throughput in some conditions.
The system below describes a cost-effective web advance solution to keep the proper web wipe tension
in a much wider range of servicing parameters. This system requires a good design to be robust enough
and a proper integration with other printer subsystems.

2. Description
The designed system proposed is a self-locking system that would allow the web movement while PHs
are not being wiped and have it locked while wiping. This way, there would be no restriction added to
the wiping force or the number of wipers that can be used due to the danger of having web loose.
Additionally, it would provide the possibility to perform as many web advances as needed with no load
restriction.
The servicing strategy has always played a very important role in maintaining the correct state of the
printheads, but at the same time the variability of its parameters is increasing in every project, trying to
provide a unique solution for each print mode design to have the best IQ and throughput possible.
To provide the proper cleaning service for the print heads, a web wipe included into the Maintenance
Cartridge supply is used. An internal transmission, along its integration with the Service Station
subsystem, is used to provide a certain amount of clean web wipe which is rolled into the system.
The correct web wipe tension range is provided by two plastic injection parts and springs, which are
applying a variable load to it along its life (the compression of the spring variates with the web diameter,
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that keeps decreasing while the web is being used). After several wipes the web starts unrolling, making
a web advance necessary to keep the proper tension to this system.
The used web wipe is rolled over a core attached to the transmission, which can be moved using two
different motor systems at the same time. This is a one-way transmission which do not allow to lose
the web tension if a wipe is performed against it, so the amount of web advances this system can
perform consecutive is limited, as the tension increases after each advance. This parameter is a
limitation of the current system.
The current motor transmission used to perform a web advance is based on a metallic rack placed under
the Service Station Chassis, which is engaged using the motor and a transmission. Once this is engaged,
another Service Station motor moves the Maintenance Cartridge until the web wipe transmission is
moved, making the web advance. After that process, the rack is disengaged to let the Maintenance
Cartridge move again without performing any web advance.
The new system proposed solves the limitations explained before. This system does not require a two
brake and spring system to keep a variable tension on the web wipe, but a single part that locks
completely the cleaned web wipe keeping the same tension no matter how many wipes are performed
and at the same time, lets the system advance the web wipe when it is required.
This new part is blocking the cleaned web wipe core while the Maintenance Cartridge is performing wipes
under the print heads. But when a web advance is needed, the rack from the Service Station is engaged,
applying a load over this new part and unblocking the system. Then a web advance is performed without
any tension issue, giving a non-restricted routine which can be applied as many times as needed. Once
the web is advanced, the rack disengages leaving the system blocked again, giving a non-restricted wipe
routine that can be applied as many times as needed and in the direction that is better for throughput
without losing tension, neither unrolling the web.

3. Pictures
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Figure 1. Current web wipe subsystem schematic
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New part proposed

Figure 2. New web wipe subsystem schematic

The new system workflow is the following:

Figure 3. New web wipe subsystem workflow: A, B and C figures
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